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Sanshodhan, National level annual research journal, invites original research papers from academicians
and professionals in the area of science, commerce, arts, social science and other allied fields. With
submitting manuscripts for the journal, contributors should fallow the following guidelines;
1) Authors should submit a hard copy of their manuscript, clearly typed, double- spaced on one side of
A-4 size bond paper with wide margins and also a soft copy. Paper without soft copy (C.D.) will not be
entertained. Paper may also be sent electronically (IN MS Word Format) to our E-Mail address. The
cover page of the paper shall contain the title of the manuscript, author’s name, affiliation, postal/email address and phone number. Book reviews and summary of Ph.D. thesis or major and minor
research project not exceeding two pages are also welcome.
2) Each manuscript should include an abstract not exceeding 150 words and the length of the full paper
should not exceeds 15 typed pages in 12 point font size.
3) References must be arranged alphabetically inducting year with brackets exactly matching that in the
text. Authors should desist in referencing those papers which are not quoted in the text. Examples;
I) For Books-Kanetkar, medha (2008) , International Marketing, 1st ED. ,Shri Sainath Prakashan ,Nagpur.-pp 27
II) For Journals; Somani, Sohanlal (2010), “Lift yourself by yourself”, Commerce times NVCC (Nag Vidarbha
Chamber of Commerce) Sep. pp 15-17.

References must be typed on a separate page at the end of the manuscript. Tables, figures, charts and
other diagrams must be numbered and embedded with suitable heading; sources must be given just
below at foot of the table or chart. Questionnaire used should be sent along with manuscript.
4) Foot notes should be avoided. Give the notes at the end of the paper on separate sheet; and should
not mixed with references.
5) All articles, research papers should be original and not published elsewhere.
6) Your manuscript should be clear and grammatically correct.
7) In the review of books, must provide details such as name of the author/ title of the book reviewed /
place of the publication/ publisher/ year of publication/ press/ price and pages.
8) The editorial board reserves all rights to select and adjust the articles to the style of the journal.
9) If the manuscript not accepted for publication will not be returned to the author.
10) Publisher holds the copyright to all articles and other material published in the journal.
11) All correspondence relating to the submission of papers, subscription and all other enquires be
addressed/ emailed to medhakanetkar@gmail.com Assistant Editor “SANSHODHAN” National Level
Annual Research Journal, C.P.& Berar College , Tulsibag, Nagpur-440032, Maharashtra. Ph. No. 07122722329, Fax- 0712-2722329, E-mail- info@cpberar.co.in.
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